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1. What is uroman?
A tool for converting text in myriads of
scripts such as Chinese, Arabic and Cyrillic
into a common Latin-script representation.
Romanization enables the application of
string-similarity metrics across scripts.

2. How does uroman work?
• It uses Unicode tables to predict the romanization of a character:
CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER TE WITH MIDDLE HOOK → TE → t

One set of heuristics identifies the pronunciation token (“TE”).
A second set of heuristics identifies the core pronunciation (“t”).
• As the Unicode table heuristics often don’t work, we manually
built 1,088 rules to deal with exceptions, especially for m→n
character mappings. For examples, see upper table to the right.

Romanization rules with two examples each
for Greek, Uyghur, Japanese, and English,
with a variety of n-to-m mappings.

(::s = source; ::t = target; ::lcode = language code)

• Pinyin table for Chinese characters.
Standard romanization algorithm for Korean Hangul characters.
• Special module to map non-Western digital numbers to Western
Arabic numerals. For examples, see lower table to the right.

3. Features of uroman
• Input: UTF8-encoded text and an optional
ISO-639-3 language code.
• Output: Romanized text (default) or lattice
of romanization alternatives in JSON format.
• N-to-m mapping for groups of characters
that are non-decomposable with respect to
romanization.
• Nearly universal.
Current limitations: Japanese kanji interpreted as Mandarin Chinese;
limited coverage for ancient extinct scripts (hieroglyphics, cuneiform).
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• Context-sensitive and source language-specific
romanization rules.
• Romanization includes (digital) numbers.
• Romanization includes punctuation.
• Preserves capitalization.
• Interactive demo URL: bit.ly/uroman
• Freely and publicly available (data, Perl script)
at bit.ly/isi-nlp-software
To the best of our knowledge, uroman is the first publicly
available (near) universal romanizer that handles n-to-m
character mappings.

Applications using uroman
Named entity recognition (Ji et al., 2017; Mayfield et al., 2017)
End-to-end transliteration (Mayhew et al., 2016)
Machine translation of low-resource languages (Cheung et al., 2017)
Chinese Room tool (Hermjakob et al., 2018, see demo at ACL 2018)
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